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Jackoboard Aqua Line Easy Linear END Drain Wet Room Walk In Shower Kit
with Reversible Cover - 900 x 900 x 30mm

Jackoboard Aqua Line Easy Linear Wet Room Kit 900 x 900mm
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Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Base price with tax £380.00
Sales price £380.00
Discount
Tax amount £63.33

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerJackoboard

Description

SPECIFICATION
900 x 900 x 30mm
LINEAR DRAIN
300mm CHANNEL LENGTH
UNDER-SUPPORT REQUIRED
COMPLETE WITH DRAIN & TANKING
TRIMABLE BY 50MM OFF EACH EDGE
20 YEAR GUARANTEE

SUITABLE FOR
WOOD OR CONCRETE SUBFLOOR
TILED FLOOR FINISH
WET ROOMS
USE WITH WHEELCHAIRS - USING MINIMUM 50 x 50 mm TILE
LEVEL ACCESS
RAISED ON PLATFORM
UNDERFLOOR HEATING

NOT SUITABLE FOR
VINYL FLOOR FINISH
MICRO-CEMENT
FITTING DIRECT ON JOISTS
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The Jackoboard Aqua Line Easy linear wet room floor / shower base is an easy to install linear level access ‘walk
in shower’ floor tray, with a 300mm drain channel length. This kit comes complete with a 0.6 l/s fast flow drain,
stainless steel channel cover, which when reversed is fully tileable to match the surrounding floor, complete with a
choice of 5kg liquid based (no mixing required) tanking kit, either Jackoboard tanking kit or a complete Tanking,
Fixing & Sealing Kit for fixing the Aqua Line Easy tray, waterproofing the floor and walls in addition to sealing the
perimeter of the tray where it meets the wall / surrounding floor. The perfect solution for installing a wet room or
Walk in Shower.
JACKOBOARD® Aqua shower elements stand out not only due to their functionality – they are also an attractive
design element making floor-level showers both practical and aesthetic. This combination is in demand in modern
bathroom architecture because the bathroom has long since been more than a functional room and becomes a
place to unwind and relax - ideally done in a stylish ambience.
The new channel drain board combines all the properties the bathroom and sanitary industry requires: incorporated
fall, high drainage rate of up to 0.6 l/s with a low installation height. The drain channel is a fixed height of 15mm,
suitable for use with 10mm thick tiles. Excellent appearance and availability in different dimensions, shapes and
channel lengths. The drain channel remains visible with a classy brushed stainless steel look or the stainless
steelbar can be inserted upside down and tiled on the back. Then the channel is no longer visible and disappears
completely in the tile covering of the shower floor.
Features:
Shower element with brushed stainless steel drain channel
Drainage rate of up to 0.6 l/s
Stainless steel bar can be inverted and tiled on the back
Bar and frame made of stainless steel
Smooth, easy-clean surface with self-cleaning effect
Low installation height
Water trap height: 22 mm
Specifically developed for installation on suspended timber floors
Fully Reversible & Tileable Drain Cover:
The upside of the drain cover is a brushed stainless-steel finish, if you prefer to tile the drain cover to match the
surrounding floor, simply turn it over. The drain cover is ideal for tiling to match the surrounding floor, with a 12mm
depth.
It can be installed by any competent DIY person and as the drain trough is already installed into the tray cuts down
on install time.
If you have a concrete floor or if there is no access under the flooring to locate the shower drain, then the tray can
still be used by using a separate raised substrate.
Notes for laying tiles and boards on JACKOBOARD® Aqua Line easy:
JACKOBOARD® Aqua Line easy is immediately tileable. All types and sizes of tiles can be used in principle.
Special care must only be taken when using mosaic tiles less than 25 mm thick. In such cases, we recommend
using epoxy resin grout for the tile joints.
If showers are to be wheelchair-accessible, they must be covered with tiles measuring a minimum 50 x 50
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mm.
The tiles must be laid with a fall between the channel and the wall.
Important:
This tray is 30mm thick, this means that in most circumstances it will sit 10mm above the floor boards when fitted.
Therefore, 10mm tile backer board should be used to bring the remainder of the floor up to level prior to tanking
and tiling.
The drain outlet is located in the CENTRE of the linear channel.
Resources:

Aqua Line Easy Fitting Instructions - Suspended Timber Floor
Aqua Line Easy Fitting Instructions - Solid Floor

Choosing the Correct Wet Room Tray
Wet Room FAQ's
If you cant find an answer to your question in the above documents, or need further help or advice, please give our
experts a call on 0800 280 8008, use the live chat function (in the bottom right corner) or send an email to This
email address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it.
document.getElementById('cloakd282e253c7c1920749561a8390406da5').innerHTML = ''; var prefix = 'ma' +
'il' + 'to'; var path = 'hr' + 'ef' + '='; var addyd282e253c7c1920749561a8390406da5 = 'info' + '@';
addyd282e253c7c1920749561a8390406da5 = addyd282e253c7c1920749561a8390406da5 + 'wetroomsonline' + '.' + 'com?subject=Question%20via%20Wetrooms%20Online'; var
addy_textd282e253c7c1920749561a8390406da5 = 'info' + '@' + 'wetrooms-online' + '.' +
'com';document.getElementById('cloakd282e253c7c1920749561a8390406da5').innerHTML +=
''+addy_textd282e253c7c1920749561a8390406da5+'';

Optional Shower Screen:
As an option you can add a quality Merlyn Ionic 8mm thick by 2000mm high toughened safety glass shower
screen in a choice of widths, finished with an easy clean coating as standard, comes complete with wall bracket
and support arm (700mm screen & above).
Choice of 300mm, 400mm, 500mm, 600mm, 700mm, 760mm, 800mm, 900mm, 1000mm, 1100mm, 1200mm,
1400mm or 1600mm length shower screens
• Easy clean finish
• 2000mm high, 8mm thick
• Wall fixing profile supplied (chrome finish)
• Adjustable bracing bar supplied with screens 700mm & over (1m, chrome finish)
• Adjustment for secure and easy fixing
Screen sizes are nominal. All panels are undersized by 31mm to allow for tiling when fitting to shower trays.
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